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Freshman to Write Musical About Tech Life
by Elise Conley ~ Bull Architect

HOUGHTON – Freshman Daniel Graham has taken it upon himself to write a
musical about his experiences so far at Michigan Tech to make sure that certain aspects of the university’s condition are not glossed over.
“I felt like when I got here there were facets of the environment that I wasn’t
prepared to face. I mean, did you know that the closest real city is Marquette? And I don’t even consider it a real city. There’s a lot that they really
skipped over during orientation and Preview Weekend. I just want to do my
part to make sure that all incoming students understand what life is really like
up here.”
Graham has the full support of the Visual and Performing Arts department,
with a score performed entirely by the Pep Band. The full song list is as follows:
“Guys, there’s nothing to do in Houghton,”
“Why Don’t I Have Any Friends?”
“I’m So Homesick”
“Why is Engineering so Hard.”
“I’m failing Calc 2”
“Midterms Are Horrible”
“It’s Snowing in October”
“HOCKEYHOCKEYHOCKEY”
“What’s Wop?”
see Lord Valumart on back
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Computer Science Students
Prepare for Black Friday
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Caesar of Articles
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Although some students are obsessed with planning out every single detail, there are lots of CS majors who take a more carefree approach to it all.
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from Barry Trotter on front

Daily Bull Editor-In-Chief Alex Dinsmoor (a closet CS major), often takes this
approach to it all. “I normally just sit down Thanksgiving morning and paw
through the ads, looking to see if there’s anything that really strikes my fancy.”
When other CS majors heard of this, he has since been shunned from any
CS events. He vows to “step up his game” this year. “It was terrible, I felt
like Rudolph. None of them would let me play in their CS games! They even
painted my nose red for some reason!”

/user/thedailybull8008

from Lord Valumart on front

“Registration Sucks Dino Dick”
“This Professor Grades on a Curve”
“Snow on Ice on Snow on Ice”
“Where Did The Semester Go?”
“No! Not Beef Tips!”
“I’m Transferring to NMU”
The Daily Bull had access to the dress
rehearsal. We give it half a bullhead.
gif. Direct to DVD special. Mr. Graham, don’t quit your day job—we’d
like our coffee extra hot.

